
Fast college essay - Easy Guide to Writing a Quick College Essay 
 
Buy c  ollege essays are one of the most important essays a student has to write. They are also 
known as college application essays, where you must submit an essay to complete the 
admission procedure requirement, for you to be selected and reviewed as an enrolled student 
for that particular college - essentially, you are sending in a CV to your college with the essay 
attached. College essays play a huge role in being considered for furthering the admission 
procedures, as it reflects your vision and capabilities as a student. It is of the utmost importance
that you  do not write a generic essay but rather one that really focuses on you as a student and
the skills you possess; be it linguistic skills or that of extracurricular -all that accounts for you 
being a good addition to the college 
 

Deciding on the topic 

In order to fully achieve the formerly mentioned, you must be very specific and conscious about 
the what you choose to write about. College essays are mostly in form of a question that a 
student has to answer in the form of an essay. Usually there s a a variety of questions that are 
based on how the answers may reflect upon a student, their skills, capabilities and their thought 
process, not only towards themselves but also towards their community. So when deciding for a
topic, be sure to pick one that allows you to express yourself as a student as well as a 
thoughtful and intellectual individual. Since college essays are a way of reflecting on how well a 
student can articulate their thoughts, visions and ambitions, use that to your advantage and pick
a topic that addresses you in a favourable light; it may be in the form of writing about your past 
experiences and how it enabled you to cultivate and grow as an individual or perhaps your main
interest and passion in life - being honest is the best way to go about it. Many times students try
to add in their college essay, the reason why they want to be enrolled in that specific college. 
That is perhaps the biggest mistake you can make while trying to write a college essay as they 
have a separate question for that mostly and also because they do not want to know why they 
are your choice, but rather why you should be their choice.  
 

Formatting and submitting the essay
  

Your college essay should be perhaps, one the most carefully written essays; it should be 
formatted and edited before being submitted. The college essay should consist of basic 
formatting like proper paragraphs (Introduction, body and Conclusion) as well as a standard font
size/style (Times New Roman - Size 12). You must add in the Date of Submission as well as 
the page numbers along with a proper title. Be sure to revise your essay   fast and thoroughly 
proofread the spelling errors and grammatical mistakes ensuring that there are no errors 
because that is the very first impression that college will have of you.  
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